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Abstract

The rate of working of the surface wind stress on the geostrophic component of the

surface flow of the World Ocean is revisited. The global mean is found to be about

0.85 to 1.0 TW. Consistent with previous estimates, about 0.75 to 0.9 TW comes

from outside the equatorial region. The rate of forcing of fluctuating currents is only

about 0.02 TW, almost all of which is found within 3◦ of the equator. Uncertainty

in wind power input due to uncertainty in the wind stress and surface currents is

addressed. Results from several different wind stress products are compared, sug-

gesting that uncertainty in wind stress is the dominant source of error. Ignoring the

surface currents’ influence upon wind stress leads to a systematic bias in net wind

power input; an overestimate of about 10 to 30%. (In previous estimates this posi-

tive bias was offset by too weak winds.) Small-scale, zonally elongated structures in
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the wind power input were found, but have both positive and negative contributions

and lead to little net wind power input.
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1 Introduction1

1.1 The mechanical energy budget and diapycnal mixing2

Understanding the mechanical energy budget of the World Ocean is important3

and interesting for several reasons. Anticipating the intensity and distribution4

of this diapycnal mixing requires knowledge of the sources of mechanical en-5

ergy and pathways and processes that lead to mechanical energy dissipation6

(Munk and Wunsch, 1998; Wunsch and Ferrari, 2004).7

Surface stress working on the ocean surface and tides represent the major8

mechanical energy inputs. Huang et al. (2006) make the interesting point that9

while tidal dissipation is important for understanding the present MOC, and10

possibly paleoclimate (e.g. Arbic et al., 2004), it probably plays little role in11

climate variability on subcentennial timescales. In contrast, the wind power12

from surface stress working on the surface flow can fluctuate considerably from13

year to year.14
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The other surface stress power sources are probably of less interest to abyssal15

mixing. The normal stress working on vertical displacements of the surface16

leads to only about 0.01 TW, at least for non-tidal frequencies (Wunsch and17

Ferrari, 2004). While substantial power goes into the surface Ekman currents,18

about 2.4 TW (Wang and Huang, 2004a), much of this will be dissipated19

within the Ekman layer (upper few tens of meters) and therefore not available20

to drive diapycnal mixing deeper in the water column. Enormous power is21

transferred to the surface waves – about 60 TW; however it’s not clear how22

much of this is transfer below the surface mixed layer (Wang and Huang,23

2004b).24

Two pathways of mechanical energy from the surface to the deeper ocean are25

clear at present: wind forcing of near inertial oscillations and wind forcing of26

surface geostrophic flow. Estimates of the former are between 0.5 to 0.7 TW of27

power (Alford, 2003; Watanabe and Hibiya, 2002), but these may be overesti-28

mates (Plueddemann and Farrar, 2006). The latter is the focus of the current29

study. A more accurate estimate of this power source, and an estimate of the30

range of uncertainty, will help constrain our currently fuzzy picture of the31

processes driving diapycnal mixing.32

1.2 Previous estimates of wind power to surface geostrophic flow33

Several observational estimates of the wind power to the surface geostrophic34

flow have been made. Prior to the satellite era, only rough estimates were possi-35

ble(e.g. Oort et al., 1994). Using the TOPEX/Poseidon altimeter data relative36

to EGM-96 geoid and NCEP wind stress, Wunsch (1998) estimated 0.9 TW of37

wind power, excluding the region within 3 degrees of the Equator and beyond38
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the region covered by the satellite data (poleward of about 63◦), though Wun-39

sch emphasized the “potentially large uncertainty”. Independently, the first40

author made a very similar calculation for his Ph.D. research, and estimated41

the errors from the JGM-3 error covariance matrix to be around 6%(Scott,42

1999a). The error estimate methodology was also explained by Scott (1999b).43

This suggests that little is to be gained by improving estimates of the mean44

flow at least at large scales, but the question of the role of small scales not45

resolved by the single-satellite altimeter data and the JGM-3 geoid (to degree46

and order 70) remains.47

Several estimates have been made using ocean models, all giving similar results48

(Wunsch, 1998; Huang et al., 2006; von Storch et al., 2007). Note that all49

these model-based results used NCEP wind stress. Large errors arising from50

the surface wind stress remains a troubling possibility since systematic biases51

in the reanalysis stress are conceivable. The present work attempts to quantify52

this uncertainty.53

1.3 Goals of this work54

Here we calculate the wind power input to the geostrophic flow Ẇg using55

near global satellite data of surface currents and wind stress. We’re especially56

interested in the time mean, global integral, which hereinafter we refer to as57

“wind power input”, WPI (keeping in mind that the winds do force other58

motions, such as inertial oscillations, which must be considered separately).59

Our goal is to constrain the uncertainty, which, with the exception of the60

influence of geoid gradient errors (Scott, 1999a), was not quantified in previous61

estimates of WPI. In section 2 we argue for the simple formulation of the Ẇg,62
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and emphasize the subtle influence of the surface currents on wind stress. The63

data sets used in this study, and the preprocessing are discussed in section 3.64

Results are presented in section 4, and implications discussed in section 5.65

2 Background66

The rate of working on the ocean at the air-sea interface is derived from67

Newton’s laws of motion,68

Ẇ = ~us · ~τ (1)69

where ~us is the three dimensional surface current and ~τ is the surface stress70

including the pressure normal to the surface. The surface current is in general71

composed of many components, and can be decomposed in several ways. Here72

we’re only interested in the horizontal geostrophic flow, and so we decompose73

~us into geostrophic and ageostrophic components,74

~us = ~ug + ~ua. (2)75

Substituting the decomposition of Equation 2 into Equation 1 we find the rate76

of working on the geostrophic flow is simply77

Ẇg = ~ug · ~τs, (3)78

where ~τs is the (horizontal) shear stress.79

Through much more detailed consideration of the atmospheric and oceanic80

boundary layers, Bye arrives at an equivalent expression (Bye, 1985, Equation81
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10), for the flux of mechanical energy to the currents below the oceanic bound-82

ary layer near the air-sea interface, denoted ~uo in his notation. Bye notes that83

~uo ≈ ~ug. Previous estimates of the wind power input to the oceanic general84

circulation(e.g. Wunsch, 1998; Oort et al., 1994) also use Equation 3, assuming85

that wind power to ageostrophic motions do not feed into the general circu-86

lation. Supporting this assumption, von Storch et al. (2007) found very close87

agreement between the wind power to the surface geostrophic flow (1.06 TW)88

and the flux of mechanical energy to the deeper ocean across the 110 m depth89

surface (1.1 TW). Note that near inertial oscillations are not resolved by the90

daily sampling used in the von Storch et al. study.91

The surface shear stress, ~τs, is typically parameterized as92

~τs = ρa cd |~Ua − ~us|(~Ua − ~us), (4)93

where ρa ≈ 1.2 kg m
−3 is the air density, ~Ua is the surface wind velocity at94

some reference height (typically 10 m above sea level), and cd = O(10−3) is95

the dimensionless drag coefficient. cd itself is a weak function of the surface96

wind speed and stability of the boundary layer; see Brunke et al. (2003) for a97

comprehensive comparison of algorithms.98

Typically |~us| ¿ |~Ua|, and so ~τs is not affected much by the surface current.99

However, ~us and ~Ua are also not well correlated, and so a somewhat subtle100

implication of Equation 3 is that Ẇg can be strongly effected by the surface101

flow (Bye, 1985; Duhaut and Straub, 2006; Dawe and Thompson, 2006). The102

current authors have quantified this effect for the real ocean, suggesting that103

it leads to about a reduction in Ẇg of about one third, and much more in very104

energetic areas. We also argue that it might lead to about one quarter too105
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much wind power input to an ocean only general circulation model forced with106

observed wind stress (Xu and Scott, 2008). Hughes and Wilson (2008) have107

also quantified this effect for the real ocean using a complementary approach.108

3 Data109

3.1 Recent improvements to global wind and current data sets110

Improvements in data allow us to make a better estimate than ten years ago,111

and allow us to assess the error. Rigorous error estimates are generally not112

feasible when combining several global geophysical data sets, even when error113

bars are available for the individual products. (Here we would need the joint er-114

ror covariance matrix for both wind stress and surface currents.) In lieu of this,115

we consider the range of results obtained with different data sets. All the data116

sets used are described in more detail in section 3. The most significant im-117

provement is the availability of multi-year, near global wind stress fields from118

satellite based scatterometers(Kelly, 2004). Sea-surface height anomaly fields119

combining altimeter data from multiple satellites has greatly improved our120

ability to resolve mesoscale eddies(Pascual et al., 2007). The geoid is greatly121

improved by the GRACE mission, and the mean sea surface (MSS) has much122

higher resolution through combining data from many satellites with different123

ground tracks. Finally, methodologies that combine hydrographic and sur-124

face drifter data with the MSS from altimetry relative to the geoid allow for125

improved estimates of the mean circulation(Rio and Hernandez, 2004; Niiler126

et al., 2003).127
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3.2 Surface geostrophic currents128

Higher spatial resolution and accurate surface currents are now possible be-129

cause between two and four satellites are simultaneously monitoring the ocean.130

We use AVISO merged data of absolute geostrophic velocity compiled by the131

CLS Space Oceanographic Division of Toulouse, France. These data are pro-132

vided as weekly averages on a 1/3◦ longitude Mercator grid, though temporal133

and spatial smoothing result in slightly less resolution(LeTraon et al., 1998;134

Ducet et al., 2000; LeTraon et al., 2001). Both a “reference” and an“updated”135

product are available. The “reference” product merges at most two satel-136

lites (one with 10-day repeat orbit (either Topex/Poseidon or Jason-1) and137

the other with 35-day repeat orbit (either ERS1 or ERS2 or Envisat)). This138

product sacrifices resolution and accuracy for data quality homogeneity in139

time. The “updated” product merges up to four satellites (Topex/Poseidon140

and Jason-1, ERS1/2, Envisat, Geosat follow-on) at a given time and has141

a much improved capability of detecting the mesoscale signals than a single142

satellite(Pascual et al., 2007).143

3.2.1 Mean currents144

The AVISO altimeter products use the Rio05 mean dynamic topography145

(MDT), described at http://www.jason.oceanobs.com/html/donnees/produits146

/auxiliaires/rio05 uk.html. Note that this product uses the GRACE mission147

geoid(Tapley et al., 2003; Reigber et al., 2005) for wavelengths larger than148

400km, where the errors are much smaller than the EGM96 geoid used in the149

previous Ẇg estimates. They also combine in situ hydrographic and surface150

drifter data to obtain better estimates of the time mean surface currents at151
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length scales not well resolved by GRACE; the methodology is described by152

Rio and Hernandez (2004), as applied to an earlier gravity model. The fields153

are smoothed over 1◦ longitude by 1/2◦ latitude.154

For comparison, we also used the AVISO surface current anomalies (relative to155

the 7-year mean from 1993 through 1999) in combination with the Maximenko156

MDT(Niiler et al., 2003), and with the GRACE-Tellus MDT(Tapley et al.,157

2003). The Maximenko MDT applies a similar methodology as the Rio05158

MDT, in this case blending the GRACE-Tellus MDT at the large scales with159

surface drifter information at smaller scales. The Ekman component of the160

current is removed from the drifter velocity at 6-hr intervals using an empirical161

relation between 10 m winds and Ekman current at 15 m depth (Ralph and162

Niiler, 1999). The winds were taken from the NCEP reanalysis (Niiler et al.,163

2003). The GRACE-Tellus MDT used the mean sea surface from altimetry164

relative to the geoid from 363 days of the GRACE mission (GGM02C), both165

filtered to about 400 km wavelength. 1166

3.3 Surface wind stress167

We compare the wind power input results obtained with several wind stress168

products. Our best estimate comes from scatterometer data of NASA’s QuikSCAT169

satellite, described in more detail below. This product naturally takes ac-170

count of the surface currents influence on stress. For comparison we also use171

1 The filtering process and all preprocessing steps are clearly described in

the power point presentation by Don Chambers, available on the JPL website

http://gracetellus.jpl.nasa.gov/dot.html. Note however, that the summary on the

website is not correct (Don Chambers, personal communication).
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wind stress from reanalysis of meteorological data, the NCEP2 reanalysis and172

ECMWF’s ERA-40. These products have much lower spatial resolution and173

are based only upon the surface winds, ignoring ~us in Equation 4 above.174

To roughly account for the surface current effect on stress in the reanalysis175

wind products, we used their daily averaged 10 m height wind speeds, ~Ua,176

and wind stresses ~τR, to infer the air density and drag coefficient used by the177

model,178

ρa cd =
|~Ua|

2

|~τR|
.

179

We then used the AVISO surface geostrophic currents, smoothed with a 2◦180

longitude Gaussian filter to approximate the resolution of the reanalysis winds181

and interpolated to daily values, to approximate the ~us in Equation 4. This182

provided a low-resolution stress that approximately accounts for the surface183

currents. Because the energy containing scales of the ocean are between 300 km184

to 400 km wavelength (Stammer, 1997; Scott and Wang, 2005), unfortunately185

much of the negative wind power input resulting from the surface current186

effect on stress cannot be resolved by the reanalysis wind products. Note that187

the true surface current includes non-geostrophic components. But this likely188

leads to very small error for the computation of Ẇg because of the projection189

upon ~ug.190

3.3.1 QuikSCAT191

The SeaWinds scatterometer on the QuikSCAT satellite measures the near192

surface wind vectors from the radar backscatter signal associated with small193

surface waves generated by the surface stress at the air-sea interface. Thus194
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the scatterometer derived wind stress naturally accounts for the surface cur-195

rent effect on stress, as well the static stability of the atmosphere which can196

decrease the drag coefficient cd. QuikSCAT samples about 90% of the ice-free197

World Ocean every 24 hours with a grid resolution of 25 km, more than an198

order of magnitude better than reanalysis wind stress (Kelly, 2004). The accu-199

racy of the vector winds is comparable to that of in situ point measurements200

from buoys(Chelton and Freilich, 2005). The daily QuikSCAT level 3-derived201

global 0.25◦ neutral vector wind data is used in this study, JPL PO.DAAC202

product 109(Perry, 2001). We converted the 10 m winds of both the ascending203

and descending passes into stresses using the Liu and Tang or the Large and204

Pond algorithm (both of which are described by Brunke et al. (2003)). These205

stresses were averaged to form daily averaged stress.206

3.3.2 Other wind products207

GSSFT2 is a daily global 1◦ × 1◦ resolution surface stress product derived208

from satellite SSM/I wind speed estimates and wind directions from in situ and209

NCEP/NCAR reanalysis winds(Chou et al., 2004). Because the wind direction210

involves reanalysis data GSSFT2 imperfectly accounts for the surface current211

reduction in surface stress.212

NCEP2(Kanamitsu et al., 2000) is an update on the NCEP/NCAR reanal-213

ysis(Kistler et al., 2001). It improves upon the known problems of too weak214

winds in the tropics in the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis(Wittenberg, 2004). The215

spatial resolution is 1.875◦ longitude by roughly 1.9◦ latitude. We use the daily216

mean stress and 10 m winds to infer the stress with and without the surface217

current effect included.218
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ERA-40 is the forty year ECMWF reanalysis. We used the 2.5◦ × 2.5◦ resolu-219

tion, four times daily stress and 10 m winds to infer the daily stress with and220

without the ocean surface current effect.221

It is important to keep in mind that the surface current effect was seriously222

limited by the spatial resolution of both reanalysis wind products (NCEP2223

and ERA-40).224

4 Results225

WPI, the time mean, global integrals of Ẇg, using the various data prod-226

ucts are summarized in Table 1. The first row shows our best estimate, using227

QuikSCAT wind stress and the updated AVISO geostrophic currents, see also228

Fig. 1. To facilitate comparison between products, that in general have dif-229

ferent missing data points, we replaced missing data points with values from230

our best estimate. Furthermore, all integrals are carried out only over the area231

used for this best estimate (hereafter the ‘reference area’, which is the area232

in Fig. 1); the column labelled ‘area’ in Table 1 shows the fraction of this233

area for which data was available. We excluded grid points for which less than234

52 weeks of good data were available. This removed the grid points near the235

ice edge, especially near the southern boundary, where the data are suspect;236

however, this had a negligible influence on WPI. Both global and extraequato-237

rial results are presented in Table 1, the latter excluding the region within 3◦238

degrees of the equator. The extraequatorial results were added, at the request239

of an anonymous reviewer, to facilitate comparison with previous estimates,240

and because the equatorial currents are more suspect.241
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Our best estimate for the global integral of Ẇg = 0.91 TW is fortuitously close242

to that obtained previously using NCEP wind stress and TOPEX/Poseidon243

currents: 0.88 TW by Wunsch (1998), 0.77 TW by Scott (1999b), and 0.84 TW244

by Huang et al. (2006). However, those earlier estimates excluded the region245

between 3◦ S and 3◦ N, which is a region of strong positive wind power input,246

see Fig. 1, (and note Wunsch and Scott excluded depths less than 1000 m and247

500 m respectively). If we exclude the region 3◦ S and 3◦ N, we find 0.81 TW.248

Excluding both the equatorial region and depths less than 1000 m (2000 m)249

reduces the WPI to 0.78 TW (0.77 TW). The spatial distribution of the power250

input has been discussed in other recent studies(Xu and Scott, 2008; Hughes251

and Wilson, 2008), so here we focus on the uncertainty. For completeness,252

Fig. 1 shows the map of our best estimate of Ẇg using QuikSCAT wind stress253

and the updated AVISO geostrophic currents.254

4.1 Uncertainty arising from uncertainty in geostrophic currents255

The much higher spatial resolution of both surface geostrophic currents and256

wind stress in Fig. 1 has revealed alternating, zonally aligned bands of positive257

and negative Ẇg. However, these small-scale features contribute very little to258

the global WPI. This was determined by recalculating Ẇg using the much259

smoother GRACE-Tellus MDT, see section 3.2.1, which affectively eliminates260

Ẇg from scales smaller than about 400 km wavelength, see the map of Ẇg261

shown in Fig. 2. Yet the WPI changed only by about 0.01 TW.262

As a second check on the influence of the small scales, we redid the WPI cal-263

culation with mean currents from the Maximenko MDT (see section 3.2) and264

the geostrophic current anomalies from the updated AVISO currents relative265
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Fig. 1. Our best estimate of Ẇg using data corresponding to row one of Ta-

ble 1. Units: mWm−2. Color-shaded region also corresponds to the reference area,

3.14 × 1014m2 in total, over which all other estimates in Table 1 were integrated.

Where data were missing for those other estimates, the field shown here was sub-

stituted.

to a 7-year mean. Most of the small-scale features corresponded to qualita-266

tively similar, albeit somewhat distorted, features found with the AVISO mean267

currents. So we believe these are real features, though not quantitatively ac-268

curate. Fortunately they contribute little, and therefore don’t adversely affect269

the WPI accuracy. Using the Maximenko MDT instead of the Rio05 MDT of270

AVISO changed the WPI only by a about 0.01 TW (or 9.6 GW) (compare271

first and third rows of Table 1), implying that the WPI is not sensitive to the272

details of the small-scale mean currents.273

Because the wind stress anomalies working on the current anomalies (the274
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Fig. 2. Ẇg using data corresponding to row two of Table 1. Units: mWm−2. Note

that most of the deep blue streaks of Fig. 1 have been eliminated by the much

smoother GRACE-Tellus mean dynamic topography.

“Eddy WPI” column) amounts to very little of the total mean power input,275

sensitivity to the current anomalies is not a major concern. We confirmed276

this by using the AVISO reference product instead of the updated product,277

effectively reducing the spatial resolution and quality of the current anomalies.278

The eddy WPI was affected by only 1 GW, see row four of Table 1. WPI279

changed a similar amount, from 0.9077→ 0.9094 TW. (This many significant280

figures are not included in Table 1 in keeping with the confidence in the281

absolute results.)282

Anonymous reviewers pointed out that the updated AVISO product has lim-283

ited spatial resolution, and raised concern over the unresolved eddy WPI.284

Hughes and Wilson (2008) found that the small scales have negative WPI,285
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so we suspect that the unresolved Eddy WPI tends to reduce the true Eddy286

WPI to levels even smaller than the approximate 20 GW resolved here. Is it287

possible that the true Eddy WPI is negative, perhaps significantly so? The288

following simple argument suggests that the true Eddy WPI is actually indis-289

tinguishable from zero.290

Consider a Gaussian eddy under a uniform reference level wind. (Of course291

this does not address correlations in the spatial pattern of winds and sur-292

face geostrophic currents.) Without further loss of generality, we consider the293

case of an anticyclone in the Northern Hemisphere under a westerly wind.294

Figure 3 shows the resulting dipole in wind power input. The dipole is not295

quite antisymmetric about the latitude line through the eddy center; com-296

pare for instance the ± 3mW/m2 contours shown in bold. In particular, the297

northern half of the eddy, where the current and wind stress are aligned has298

smaller positive input, while the southern half of the eddy, where the wind299

and currents are opposed, has slightly larger negative input. This arises from300

the surface current effect on the wind stress, see also Xu and Scott (2008,301

Figure 1). The case shown is meant to represent typical midlatitude condi-302

tions: ρa = 1.2 kg/m
3, cd = 0.001, f = 1 × 10

−4 rad/s, with moderate winds303

Ua = 5 m/s. The eddy has Gaussian width 25 km and amplitude of 5 cm, so304

a fairly strong eddy with currents reaching 12 cm/s. The average wind power305

input over the area shown is -0.05 mW/m2. Multiplying this by the reference306

area of 3.14 × 1014m2, we find a global contribution of -15 GW. For quite307

vigorous winds of Ua = 10 m/s, the global contribution is -30 GW. With the308

best estimate of resolved Eddy WPI of 24 GW, this suggests the true Eddy309

WPI is indistinguishable from zero.310

Figure 4 shows plots of the zonal integral of WPI using data from the first311
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Fig. 3. Wind power input for a Northern Hemisphere Gaussian anticyclone under a

uniform westerly wind. Parameters chosen to represent an unresolved midlatitude

eddy, see text for details. CI = 1 mW/m2. Dashed for negative.

three rows of Table 1.312

The first four rows of Table 1 imply that the WPI depends mostly upon the313

time mean winds working on the time mean currents, mostly over length scale314

larger than 400 km wavelength. How reliable are these larger scale currents?315

Recall that Scott (1999b) found that, because the wind stress was found to316

be uncorrelated with the geoid gradient errors, the JGM-03 geoid contributed317

only about 6.4% error, using the full error covariance matrix out to spherical318

harmonic degree and order 70. The GGM03C geoid from GRACE has errors319

at least 50 times smaller than JGM-03 (John Ries, personal communication).320

Thus we expect the error due to the mean currents to be quite small, and321

completely dominated by error due to wind stress.322
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Fig. 4. Zonal integral of Ẇg. Data products correspond to the first three rows of

Table 1. The black, red and cyan lines correspond to rows one, two and three. Only

the time mean currents differ, confirming the insensitivity to these data.

4.2 Uncertainty arising from uncertainty in wind stress323

Rows 5 through 8 address the uncertainty due to wind stress (the same current324

product is used for each). For row 5, only the bulk algorithm relating ~Ua325

and stress was changed, from the Liu and Tang algorithm to the Large and326

Pond algorithm. The WPI dropped from 0.91 → 0.86TW, suggesting that327

this uncertainty is small but not negligible. The 6th row uses the GSSFT2328

wind stress, which is completely independent of QuikSCAT wind stress. The329

WPI is only slightly larger than our best estimate in row 1 (0.95 compared330

to 0.91TW), providing impressive, independent vindication. Note that much331

of the increase in row 5 can be associated with the eddy term. The reduction332
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in WPI via the surface current effect on stress may be imperfect because of333

both the poorer spatial resolution of the GSSFT2 data, and because the wind334

directions are taken from reanalysis products, which provide absolute, not335

relative, wind vector directions.336

The next two rows, rows 7 and 8 use the best available global reanalysis337

products. Not adjusting for the surface current effect on stress (numbers in338

parentheses: 1.09 TW for NCEP2 and 1.28 TW for ERA-40), they overesti-339

mate WPI. This overestimate using the reanalysis products is to be expected340

because of the systematic bias arising from the surface current effect on stress,341

discussed in section 2.342

After roughly accounting for the surface current effect on stress, the reanal-343

ysis products give lower WPI values, more in line with our QuikSCAT best344

estimate (compare WPI not in parentheses). The implication is that all the345

wind stress products are in remarkable agreement, with discrepancy arising346

mostly because of the imperfect estimation of the ocean current effect on347

stress in the reanalysis products. Recall that in roughly accounting for the348

surface current effect on stress we had to apply a filter to smooth the current349

fields, see section 3.3. The Gaussian filter of 2◦ longitude and similar merid-350

ional distance was convolved over a square of width 6◦ longitude. This creates351

missing data near coasts, which accounts for instance, for the NCEP2 calcu-352

lation only having good data over 82% of the reference area, see row 7, last353

column of Table 2. Remarkably, the WPI estimated using smoothed velocities354

in equation 3 had negligible difference from that obtained with unsmoothed355

velocities in equation 3. However, the fields looked completely different. The356

unsmoothed velocities Ẇg map looks strikingly similar to Fig. 1, with spatial357

correlation r = 0.979 (not shown). The smoothed velocities Ẇg map is plotted358
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in Fig. 5.359

Fig. 5. Ẇg using NCEP2 winds and updated AVISO currents, i.e. corresponding to

row 7 of Table 1. Missing data near coasts largely results from smoothing. Smoothed

currents, see section 3.3, were used to calculate Ẇg in eqn 3. Using unsmoothed

currents in eqn 3 gave almost identical WPI, but the Ẇg map strongly resembles

Fig. 1.

4.3 Statistical uncertainty and data coverage360

The final two rows use the only uniform data available over two 6-year periods.361

They agree in WPI to within 4%, confirming the statistical significance of the362

global mean results. Note however, that the eddy-WPI differs by almost a363

factor of two. Due to the small size of the eddy-WPI, even these small changes364

of 39 GW represent large fractional changes. Comparing rows 7 and 10 provides365

another opportunity to see the influence of altimeter data quality, since they366
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use the same stress (NCEP2), but different currents (updated vs. reference367

altimeter product). WPI agrees within 2% here and eddy-WPI differs only by368

3 GW.369

The best estimate had data coverage of 3.14 × 1014m2 or about 86% of the370

World Ocean. Because most of the missing region is in the Arctic Ocean where371

the wind stress is weaker than the global average, and where sea ice absorbs372

much of the wind power input (Hopkins, 1996), we expect missing data is not373

a serious limitation.374

5 Conclusion375

Our error estimates are far from rigorous, but the balance of evidence pre-376

sented above suggests a range of 0.86 to 1.02 TW for the global, time mean,377

wind power input, WPI. Almost all of this WPI is due to the mean wind stress378

working on the mean surface geostrophic current. The eddy-WPI found with379

high-resolution QuikSCAT wind stress is between about 22 to 25 GW. Lower380

resolution wind products exaggerate the eddy-WPI, to about 40 to 88 GW,381

after roughly accounting for the surface current effect on stress.382

The uncertainty arising from the currents is now dominated by wind stress383

uncertainty thanks largely to: the GRACE mission, developments to combine384

surface drifter and in situ data to obtain the time mean flow at length scales385

not resolved by GRACE, and methodologies to effectively combine multiple386

satellite altimeters. The uncertainty arises almost entirely due to wind stress387

errors. The uncertainty in the bulk algorithm is not negligible, but the ocean388

surface current effect on stress is much more important, and can only be ap-389
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proximated in the reanalysis winds. Accurate estimates of the WPI are needed390

to help quantify the global oceanic mechanical energy budget, as motivated391

in the Introduction.392

A Details of the data and its processing393

We discovered that the QuikSCAT Level-3 wind stress product had a missing394

factor of air density in the Large and Pond algorithm data. We decided it395

was safer to work with the wind data. We used the QuikSCAT Level-3 winds396

(PO.DAAC product 109) produced in February and March of 2007. Some397

problems where identified. In particular, we discovered that there are a few398

dozen data points for each pass with very extreme values of wind speed for399

2003, part of 2004, and 2005. We confirmed with PO.DAAC that this prob-400

lem arises due to a bug in their processing. To eliminate this bad data, we401

eliminated all data with wind speeds greater than 50 m/s. As recommended402

by PO.DAAC, we also eliminate data with the rain flag set to 2 or 6, or with403

count of zero.404

Several different orders of operation are possible in executing Eqn 3. In most405

cases the different choices made little difference, but some made a surprising406

difference. Here we detail these dependencies as explored with the QuikSCAT407

winds and updated AVISO currents (data of row one in Table 1 above). The408

main result is that, because of the nonlinear dependence of stress upon wind409

speed, and the high frequency of wind fluctuations, any processing that reduces410

the wind variability has a noticeable reduction on stress WPI. Other processing411

details had little influence.412
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First we report in row 1 of Table A1, the result from row 1 of Table 1 but to413

more significant digits. Recall this is for daily stress values averaged to weekly414

values, so that no temporal interpolation of the weekly altimeter data was415

necessary. All other rows of Table 1 used daily currents.416

To minimize the damping of the winds, we decided the best procedure was417

to convert the ascending and descending pass vector winds immediately to418

stress values. Then these stresses were averaged to form daily averages. These419

daily averaged stresses were interpolated to the 1/3◦ longitude Mercator grid420

of the AVISO currents via bilinear interpolation. The AVISO currents were421

interpolated to daily values via linear interpolation. The dot product of daily422

stress with daily currents on the AVISO grid gave the daily WPI, the time423

average of which give the results shown in row 2 of Table A1. The difference424

from row 1, that obtained with weekly averages, is less than 1 GW, is much425

less than that associated with data errors.426

One might argue that averaging the ascending and descending pass vector427

winds gives a better estimate of the daily averaged winds. (However, this is at428

the expense of damping some of the high-frequency variability inherent in the429

true wind field.) From these daily winds we computed the daily stress. We then430

continued as described for the 2nd row (interpolated daily stress to AVISO431

grid, computed dot product with daily surface currents, etc.). This method432

produced the lowest results, more than 43 GW lower than the best method,433

compare rows 2 and 3 of Table A1. Because of the squared dependence of434

stress upon wind speed, any reduction in the latter has a larger influence on435

the former, and ultimately on WPI.436

For fair comparison with the effect of surface current reduction in stress re-437
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moved, we had to change the order of the above procedure. We first inter-438

polated the ascending and descending pass vector winds to the AVISO grid,439

then continued with the processing as described above. This trivial difference440

actually made a small, almost 7 GW, but noticeable difference in WPI (that441

would have been attributed to the surface current effect had we not done this442

test), compare rows 2 and 4 of Table A1. Note that linear interpolation tends443

to damp the variability, and because of the squared dependence of stress upon444

wind speed, this damping has an even stronger influence upon WPI. (So in445

general it would be best to interpolate the stress.)446

In row 5 of Table A1 we report the effect of removing the surface current447

influence on stress in the WPI calculation. This corresponds to the result in448

parentheses in Table 1.449
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Table 1. Time: a = 1/2/1994 - 12/31/1999, b = 1/2/2000 - 12/31/2005; Wind stress:

QS = QuikSCAT, TL = Tang and Liu, LP = Large and Pond; Currents: upd =

updated, ref = reference, GT mean = GRACE-Tellus mean dynamic topography

poleward of 3◦, NMM mean = Maximenko mean dynamic topography poleward of

3◦; Eddy is the eddy-WPI in TW; Total is total WPI in TW; Area is the percentage

of the reference area with data. The reference area was 3.14× 1014m2, as shown in

Fig. 1. Numbers in parentheses do not take into account the bias arising from the

surface current effect on stress described above.

global extraequatorial

Time ~~τ ~ug eddy total area eddy total area

b QS TL Aviso upd 0.024 (0.23) 0.91 (1.2) 100 0.001 0.81 100

b QS TL GT mean 0.024 0.90 93.5 0.002 0.80 98

b QS TL NMM mean 0.024 0.90 97.7 0.002 0.78 98

b QS TL Aviso ref 0.025 0.91 100 0.003 0.81 100

b QS LP Aviso upd 0.022 0.86 100 0.001 0.76 100

a GSSFT2 Aviso upd 0.088 0.95 86.6 0.047 0.84 86

b NCEP2 Aviso upd 0.076 (0.12) 1.0 (1.1) 82.0

(100)

0.062

(0.092)

0.094

(1.0)

82

(100)

a ERA-40 Aviso upd 0.087 (0.17) 0.99 (1.3) 81.9

(100)

0.057

(0.13)

0.90

(1.17)

82

(100)

a NCEP2 Aviso ref 0.040 0.98 81.9 0.031

(0.051)

0.91

(0.96)

82

(100)

b NCEP2 Aviso ref 0.079 1.02 82.0 (0.089) (1.0) (100)
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Table 1 Sensitivity to data processing and order of operations. All calculations use

the same data over the same time period (corresponding to row 1 of Table 1: Time:

1/2/2000 - 12/31/2005; Wind stress: QuikSCAT, TL = Tang and Liu; Currents:

upd = updated AVISO; The area of good data was 3.14× 1014m2). Numbers show

more digits than are significant given the data limitations. Asc and des refer to the

ascending and descending passes of the QuikSCAT satellite, ave. = linear average;

“regrid” means bilinear interpolation from 1/4◦ latitude and longitude QuikSCAT

grid to 1/3◦ longitude Mercator AVISO grid. All rows use AVISO currents interpo-

lated to daily values, except for row one, which used weekly AVISO currents.

Order of operations Ẇg [TW]

Asc. des. passes → stress → daily ave.→ weekly ave.→ regrid 0.90769

Asc. des. passes → stress → daily ave.→ regrid 0.90824

Asc. des. passes → daily ave. → stress → regrid 0.86481

Asc. des. passes → regrid → stress → daily ave. 0.90149

Asc. des. passes → regrid → add ~ug → stress → daily ave. 1.1943
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